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CICERO OF ARPINUM.

Cicero of Arpinum. By E. G. SIHLER,
Ph.D. Yale University Press, 1914.
10s. 6d.

PROFESSOR SIHLER describeshisworkas
' a contribution to the history of ancient
civilisation and a guide to the study of
Cicero's writings.' The first claim is
somewhat ambitious, but the second,
apart from some reservations, is well
justified. The writer knows his Cicero
well, and has read a large number of
monographs. Also, what is more im-
portant, his judgment of Cicero's cha-
racter is well balanced and sane. He
rejects indignantly the caricatures of
Dio Cassius, Drumann, and Mommsen,
while he does not indulge in undue
laudation. His industry is beyond
reproach, and his enthusiasm for
his subject is refreshing. As a cata-
logue of facts his work possesses high
merit, though sometimes the facts are
not well arranged. Thus on p. 273
he refers to the withdrawal of Appius
to the opposite end of his province after
the arrival of Cicero in Cilicia and his
holding of.assizes there. This he calls
a curious form of double administration.
The explanation, viz. that under a law
of Sulla an outgoing governor had
thirty days of grace, is not given until
the next page. Sometimes the meaning
is not clear. Thus on p. 15 we read
' Drusus then strove to deprive the
equestrian class of that grossly abused
monopoly' (the control of the indicia)
' by putting some three hundred of the
most worthy Knights into the great
council.' The reader will wonder how
the transference of three hundred
equites to the Senate could deprive
the equestrian order of its privilege.
Professor Sihler gives no explanatory
note. It would have been well to
indicate the difficulties in the state-
ments of our authorities. Now and
then Professor Sihler is a little behind
the times. Thus (p. 344) he says that
Cicero believed in the ' occasional' use
of rhythm, but not in ' an endless sing-
song of Gorgian mellifluence.' There
are two ingredients in prose rhythm—
viz. cadences (numeri) and balance

(concinnitas). Cicero employed numeri
always, concinnitas on occasions only.
The first of these was, as the ancients
said, ' invented ' by Thrasymachus, the
second corresponds to the ayrj/uiTa of
Gorgias. The term ' mellifluous' is
suitable for the metrical cadences of
Thrasymachus, not for the balanced
antitheses of the Sicilian. It is some-
what surprising to find that Asconius is
quoted from Orelli-Baiter (1845). If
Professor Sihler does not know of
Stangl (1912), has he not used Kiessling^
and Scholl (1875) ? It is a moot point
whether the Scholiasta Bobiensis drew
from Asconius or not, but it seems odd
to find in the text ' Asconius says' or
' Asconius thinks' (p. 172) when the
statement is made by the Scholiast,
not by Asconius.

These are small blemishes. There
is, however, a feature of Professor
Sihler's book against which it is
necessary to protest, viz. its style-
Frequently his sentences have no con-
struction {e.g. p. 154).

' There were a few centuries which
were pleased to cast their ballots with-
out pay. A few. An awful indictment
of the decadent republic so-called.' So-
(p. 258) ' Caesar's liberality to Quin-
tus as due to Marcus. Of which there
can be little doubt.' One is tempted
to conjecture here was for as. The
grammar leaves much to be desired,
e.g. we find ' MSS.' used as a singular
(pp. 72, 117, 328), and (p. 208) we are
told that ' Politics makes strange bed-
fellows.' Also (p. 446) we have 'you
boy, that owest.' Professor Sihler is
very fond of long words, e.g. (p. 18),
' Unfortunately for his germinating
professional life-purposes no other
courts were then held.' Here 'legal
studies' would be shorter. On p. 409
we read, ' The Eschatology of his nobler
aspirations, the indestructible residuum
at the bottom of the cup of life, clusters
around Plato's Phaedo, or the conclusion
of Xenophon's Cyropaedia, his peroration
here, a work much thumbed by him or
nearly read to pieces.' Other passages
are more colloquial, e.g. (p. 287) 'How
busy men will be and how fuzzy about
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such driblets of factitious fame!' or
(p. 126) ' a force and fervor, which
came from Cicero with particular vim.'
' Doxographical bent' (p. 386) is an
odd phrase, also ' clover-leaf' in the
sense of trio; thus (p. 343), the
younger Quintus, Statius, and Philo-
timus are termed a ' clover-leaf of
disesteemed persons,' and (p. 321)
Q. Cassius, Antony, and Curio are
called a ' clover-leaf of servitors.' The
word 'servitor' occurs with mono-
tonous regularity for all ordinary
synonyms, e.g. supporter, adherent,
follower.

The spelling is odd and inconsistent.
"We find Caesarian and Caesarean some-
times on the same page (e.g. pp. 319,
330), so Philistos, Theopompos, Ephoros
on the same page with Timaeus. Brogi-
tarus is shortened to Brogitar (p. 241).
Cotyla (or Cotylo) is called Cotylas
(p. 438), while Damassippus (p. 361)
is a strange form. The tribune Quinctius
(Cic. Clu. 103) appears as Quinctus
(p. 109), while conversely Sextus
Pompeius is always called Sextius Pom-
pey. We are accustomed to speak of
Marcus Antonius as Antony, but to use
the full form of his brothers. Professor
Sihler generally speaks of Lucius
Antony, though sometimes of Lucius
or Gaius Antonius. Sometimes he
combines both methods, e.g. (p. 450)

Lucius Antony and Gaius Antonius
occur on the same page.

The translations are somewhat bald,
as may be judged from the following
specimen (p. 49 = Cic. Rose. Am. 134):

' Decent ones (i.e. wine-parties) I dare-
say in such a residence, if this is to be
rated a residence rather than a work-
shop of wickedness and a tavern of
shameless deeds. His own flitting
about the Forum, how ubiquitous it is,
his head carefully gotten up by his
hairdressers and perfumed with un-
guents, with a great number of retai-
ners wearing the garb of Roman gentle-
men, you see, gentlemen of the jury.'

The famous mot about Octavian,
attributed to Cicero, laudandum adules-
centem, ornandum, tollendum, is translated,
'that young person must be praised,
equipped, and manoeuvred beyond this
plane.' Perhaps ' sent to another place'
would be a better rendering of the pun.
The phrase ad perpendiculum exigere, i.e.
columnas, is translated (p. 77) by
' examine as to plumb.' The meaning
is ' test by the plumb-line,' i.e. see if
they were quite straight.

It is unfortunate that a work which
shows so much industry and is in many
ways very useful is defaced by these
blemishes.

ALBERT C. CLARK.

SHORT NOTICES
Some Greek and Roman Ideas of a Future

Life. By CYRIL BAILEY. Pp. 24.
Leeds and District Branch of the
Classical Association. 1915.

MR. BAILEY'S contribution to his sub-
ject consists not so much in the
material which he has been content
to gather from familiar sources, as in
the freshness of his emphasis. He
moves towards the general mind—
' how little the mind of man has
changed !'—and finds it not least ex-
pressive of itself in a Midland church-
yard of to-day. In his lecture he called
the attention of his hearers to the deep

currents of belief which swirl and eddy
about the grave, and fetch up in distant
places where they can still be forced to
give up their secret. Religious tradi-
tion is a revelation not only of man but
from man; and so far as comparative
method defines and universalises this
tradition, it contributes to a new the-
ology. The other day I read in an
inscription that Bishop Quodvuldeus
(sic) made a building in honour of a
martyr iubente deo Cristo nostro. But a
Roman could restore a shrine of his
gods iussu deorum and pro salutem suam
(sic). It is not an accident, therefore,
Mr. Bailey affirms, that religious tradi-


